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WHY EPOC IN CAMBRIDGE?

• ~ 4000 postdocs

• Too few academic positions

• Cambridge Cluster
MISSION

• To promote entrepreneurial mindset
  • Journey from Researcher to an Entrepreneur
  • Training in Business skills
MONTHLY NETWORKING EVENTS

Previous speakers include:

[Branding logos]
TRAINING & COURSES

- Accelerate Cambridge
- Venture Creation Weekend
- Impulse at Maxwell Centre
- Postdoc-specific course developed through P2i collaboration
POSTDOC CONSULTANCY SCHEME

- Short-term projects
POSTDOCS TO INNOVATORS (P2I) EUROPEAN NETWORK

- Developing European-wide training for researchers
- Establishing EPOC-like organisations
Previous finalists:

Poro Technologies Ltd

NeutroCheck

netwookie

Semarion

WaterScope

epoc
EPOC Committee

Advisory Board

OPdA, Cambridge Enterprise, University Vice Chancellors, ideaSpace, Independents

EPOC Community

- >800 postdocs from across the university
- Supporters from across the cluster
Sponsors

Office of Postdoctoral Affairs

UNIVERSITY OF CAMBRIDGE enterprise

ideaSpace

Schlumberger

Event sponsors:

Taylor Vinters

METRO BANK

Deloitte.

astex pharmaceuticals

AstraZeneca

OpenPlant

sharing tools for a sustainable future

elixir

impulse Maxwell Centre

epoc
Get involved

entrepreneurial postdocs

epoc@admin.cam.ac.uk
EPOC

@EPOCambridge

@EPOCambridge